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SPECIAL SUPPLEMENT 
ON ECONOMIC IMPACT 

SUNY's Marine Sciences 
Research Center byJ.~Schubd 

D raw a circle with a radius of 50 miles 
around the Empire State Building and you 

account for more than one in every 10 resi
dents of the United States. Nearly seven million 
people live on Long Island alone, approximately 
three million in Nassau and Suffolk Counties. If 
Long Island were a state, it would be the 10th 
most populous state in the United States. If it 
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were a nation, it would be more populous than 
50 percent of all the nations in the world today. 

Not one of these seven million people lives 
farther than 10 miles from a coastal marine en
vironment. One can not, if one lives on Long Is
land. Add Manhattan, the Bronx and Staten Is
land, too, and the population jumps to more 
than nine million, everyone of whom lives 
within 10 miles of the coast. For each of these 
people, the Coastal Ocean has a particular sig
nificance. New York's Coastal Ocean is a source 
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of food, of recreational and of aesthetic enjoy
ment, a livelihood and a place to dispose of 
wastes. In each of these categories, New York is 
a leader. To quickly broaden the picture of the 
impact we have on the Coastal Ocean, consider 
these few facts: 

Recreation -
Forty to 50 million people visit New 
York's ocean beaches every year. Gateway 
National Park received 10.1 million more 
visitors in 1982 than did Yellowstone and 
Yosemite National Parks combined. New 
York's more than three million recreation
al fisherpersons spend about $250 million 
every year in pursuit of their avocation. 
Long Island's recreational industry is 
valued at more than $2.5 billion a year 
and most is marine-related. 

Livelihood -
New York State has over 13,000 com
mercial fisherpersons. The aggregate 
value of the fish at the dock is estimated 
at more than $45 million a year. Long Is
land is the birthplace of aquaculture in the 
U.S. with activities dating back to the ear
ly 1800s. Along the south shore at Great 
South Bay, 50 percent of the Nation's to
tal harvest of hard clams was produced in 
the 1970s. This industry employs over 
6,000 people and has an aggregate value 
of more than $100 million per year. The 
Port of New York and New Jersey ranks 
first in the U.S. in terms of total value of 
cargo handled. To maintain the Port's 
channels, some eight to 10 million cubic 
yards of material must be dredged each 
year. The only economic source of sand 
for the New York metropolitan area for fill 
and construction aggregate is submerged 
beneath the sea floor of the Lower Bay of 
New York Harbor. Historically, the Lower 
Bay of New York Harbor has been the 
world's largest open-pit mine. 

Environmental concerns -
About 10 percent of the total volume of 
material dredged from the Port channels 
is "polluted" and fails to pass the criteria 
for ocean disposal. Ten percent of Long 
Island's shoreline has been designated by 
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers as hav
ing "critical erosion problems." Power 
plants along New York's coastal waters 
withdraw more than nine million gallons 
of water per minute, pass them and small 
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organisms they entrain thro-ugh con
densers and return them to the environ
ment at elevated temperatures. Over 70 
percent of sewage sludge by the entire Un
ited States which is barged to the ocean is 
dumped in the New York Bight Apex. The 
New York Bight Apex lis the smaller, tri
angular area within the Bight that extends 
close to the lower New York harbor. 

A list of these concerns could go on and on, 
but the point is clear. We New Yorkers make 
extremely varied and intense uses of our coastal 
marine environments. It also is clear that these 
multiple uses make conflicting demands on our 
Coastal Ocean and that those demands cause 
problems. These problems become opportuni
ties for marine scientists to serve science and 
society. 

MSRC, a SUNY-wide center 
It was in response to these problems and op

portunities that the Marine Sciences Research 
Center (MSRC) was created as a SUNY-wide 
center by a resolution of the SUNY Board of 
Trustees in 1965. The first appointments to the 
Center were made in 1968; consequently, this 
year the MSRC celebrates its 15th birthday. By 
all accounts, the MSRC is an adolescent; an in
stitution in its formative years. But over that 
brief span of 15 years, the MSRC has achieved 
a remarkable degree of distinction among 
oceanographic institutions. Much of its success 
is attributable to its special character which has 
been planned and nurtured carefully to fill a 
niche of enormous importance to New York 
and the Nation, and one which takes full advan
tage of Long Island's special qualities. 

MSRC has several components which distin
guish it from the Nation's other leading ocean
ographic institutions. First, MSRC has a clear 
and persistent focus on the Coastal Ocean -
that area which spans from approximately the 
outer edge of the continental shelf inland to the 
last traces of sea salt. People have the greatest 
impact on the Coastal Ocean. The problems are 
more complex and the solutions less tidy than 
in the deep sea. A second distinguishing fea
ture is that MSRC is committed to timely 
technology transfer into forms that can be ap
plied readily by decision-makers to resolve 
complex environmental problems. 

1 For further information, see 'The Ocean Dumping 
Quandry - Waste Disposal in the New York Bight," by Dr. 
Donald F. Squires, director of the New York Sea Grant in
stitute. This nontechnical, indepth examination of the im
pact of ocean dumping has recently been published by the 
SUNY Press. 



The MSRC has grown from a small organized 
research unit into a comprehensive coastal 
oceanographic research center with a staff of 
approximately 100 and an annual budget of 
nearly $4 million. With no educational man
date, the small research unit has expanded into 
a Center with programs leading to the degrees 
of Master of Science and Doctor of Philosophy 
which enroll more than 100 students from 
around the world. Most of the students work on 
problems of direct economic importance to 
New York. 

Sponsored research support 

Over the past decade, the Center's sponsored 
research budget has increased by nearly ten
fold; from less than $300,000 in 1972 to more 
than $2.5 million in 1982. The Center has a 
broad funding base with sponsored research 
support from international bodies, private foun-

The RIV ONRUST on a SUNY· wide education cruise 
from Port Jefferson to Albany. The cruise is divided into 
a series of half-day legs, each dedicated to the special 
needs and interests of an individual campus. 

dations, regional institutions, counties and 
municipalities, states and from every Federal 
agency that supports research in the marine 
sciences. The Center's faculty now numbers 23 
on State-supported lines and 11 on research 
supported lines. Compared with the Nation's 
other leading oceanographic institutions, the 
MSRC still is relatively small in terms of the 
size of its staff. Only by concentrating its 
resources in a single unit - the Marine Sci
ences Research Center - and by that unit fo
cusing its attention on the Coastal Ocean has 
SUNY been able to achieve a program of dis
tinction in the marine sciences with a modest 
investment of resources. 
Continued on nexl page 
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Research programs 
The research of the MSRC is of several kinds. 

Most is of the traditional mode. Individual sci
entists pursue their own interests by securing 
support for their research through conventional 
funding mechanisms. MSRC scientists have 
been enormously successful and this activity is 
at the heart of the MSRC's development as a 
center of excellence in coastal oceanography, 
but it is not enough. As an organized research 
unit of a public university - a public service in
stitution - the Center has an obligation to 
maintain a good match between society's prob
lems - real and perceived - and the research 
programs it conducts. The Center has devel
oped several mechanisms to ensure mainte
nance of an appropriate match. 

In December 1980, the MSRC signed a Co
operative Agreement with the National Oceanic 
and Atmospheric Administration. It calls for the 
MSRC to take a national leadership role in 
designing and conducting coastal ocean
ographic research programs, in translating re
search results into forms readily usable by de
cision-makers, and in developing strategies to 
ensure multiple-usage of the Coastal Ocean. 
The latter take into account the predictable and 
acceptable impacts on the environment, on liv
ing marine resources and on the spectrum of 
uses society chooses to make of the Coastal 
Ocean. 

The MSRC does not take advocacy positions 
on environmental questions. It sticks to what it 
does best - science. But it constantly searches 
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for ways to use science to serve society by im
proving the effectiveness with which advances 
in science and technology can be factored into 
environmental decision-making. Recent ex
amples of MSRC's efforts are described briefly. 

Environmental management programs 
In 1982, the MSRC initiated with support 

from the William H. Donner Foundation a new 
program - the Coastal Ocean Science and 
Management Alternatives (COSMA) Program -
to expand and institutionalize the Center's 
already extensive activities in using science to 
assist decision-makers. The program concen
trates on developing and evaluating new and 
more effective tools and techniques for using 
scientific data and information in environmental 
management. COSMA also will undertake a se
ries of projects, each an important interdisci
plinary problem of at least regional interest. 
Problems to be investigated through COSMA 
must be approved by an Advisory Board. Once 
a problem has been selected, a project director 
is appointed and a working group selected with 
representatives from each of the disciplines re
quired for a rigorous, interdisciplinary analysis. 
Often this will require that COSMA draw upon 
the full force of the SUNY system - a role ap
propriate for a SUNY-wide center. The working 
group is charged with responsibility for identify
ing the full range of plausible management al
ternatives and for assessing the public health, 
environmental, ecological, economic and socio
political impacts associated with each alterna
tive. Finally, the results of the analysis are cast 
in forms that facilitate appropriate comparisons 
and in terms that are readily usable by deci
sion-makers. 

MSRC scientists have nearly completed an 
assessment of dredging and dredged material 
disposal alternatives for the Port of New York 
and New Jersey through COSMA. Other poten
tial COSMA problems now being considered in
clude Long Island's declining hard clam fishery 
and erosion of Long Island's south shore. 

In 1982, the U.S. National Oceanographic 
Data Center (NODC) designated the MSRC as 
its coastal oceanographic Data Development 
Facility and charged it with leadership in de
veloping and testing mechanisms to facilitate 
the use of oceanographic data and information 
in environmental decision-making that affect 
the Coastal Ocean. Initial efforts carried out in 
collaboration with COSMA have concentrated 
on exploiting the power, simplicity and availa
bility of the personal computer as a tool to fa
cilitate decision-making. This past year, the 



The final phases of MSRC's Coal Waste Artificial Reef Project involved dumping 500 tons of coal waste in the form 
of blocks from this bottom-dumping barge to form an artificiaL reef. 

MSRC has been developing a computer-assisted 
data and information system for the Port of 
New York and New Jersey using the personal 
computer. Within the past few months, it was 
asked by the Federal Maritime Administration 
to develop a similar system for the Port of New 
Orleans_ 

Averting problems 
One of the more important roles MSRC 

plays - one which perhaps only universities 
and a small number of private and national re
search laboratories can fulfill - is to identify 
potential problems, long before they become 
crises, while they are still at a stage that Her
man Melville would have called "Loomings" -
indistinct images on the horizon. And having 
identified a "Looming," the next steps are to 
design an appropriate research program, secure 
the necessary funding, carry out the research 
and cast the results of that research into forms 
readily usable by decision-makers to prevent 
the "Looming" from becoming a crisis. The 
role is that of a problem averter. It is akin to 
the practice of environmental preventive medi
cine, and it is a practice that receives consider
able attention within the MSRC. 

The last June National Academy of Sciences' 
report on acid rain, coupled with the likelihood 
of early and recurrent oil crises, suggest strongly 
that the Nation's air quality standards and 
criteria will be made more stringent and that 
our dependency on coal will increase substan-

tially in the near future. A result will be the pro
duction of enormous volumes of coal wastes, 
fly ash and scrubber wastes, which we will have 
to dispose of in an environmentally acceptable 
manner. Because of research started seven 
years ago by MSRC scientists, a potential waste 
disposal crisis for Long Island and for many 
other coastal areas throughout the world can be 
averted. 

Coal waste artificial reef project 
In 1976, MSRC scientists anticipated that the 

Nation would run short of oil in the 1980s, that 
many oil-fired power plants would convert to 
coal and that coastal areas could have serious 
problems disposing of the resulting coal wastes 
as raw waste products. The Center proposed 
combining the fly ash (fine-grained powder) and 
the calcium sulfate scrubber waste (which has 
the consistency of toothpaste) with additives to 
produce stabilized blocks and to test their suit
ability as construction materials for artificial 
reefs. The first tasks were to determine whether 
stable blocks could be produced and whether 
contaminants would be leached from them. 
Technology was developed to produce stable 
blocks for a range of waste components and 
curing conditions. Extensive laboratory tests 
showed that water forced through the blocks 
under pressure did not purge contaminants 
from the blocks. The blocks locked up con
taminants far better than expected. The next 
step was to determine whether organisms 
Conlinued on next page 
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would settle and grow on and in the blocks in 
nature and whether these organisms would take 
up contaminants. In 1977, a small experimental 
reef of stabilized coal waste blocks was placed 
in an estuary near the Stony Brook campus. 
Control reefs made of concrete blocks and 
natural rocks were constructed nearby. Three 
years of monitoring demonstrated that the coal 
waste blocks supported a lush growth of plants 
and animals, as abundant and diverse as the 
flora and fauna on the concrete blocks and on 
the natural rocks; and that these organisms 
were not enriched in contaminants. 

The final test was to demonstrate the feasi
bility of transferring the block-making tech-
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nology to the factory floor and then to con
struct a large reef in the ocean composed of 
500 tons of coal waste as 18,000 blocks, each 
the size of a standard concrete block. The reef 
was constructed on September 12, 1980, in the 
Atlantic Ocean in 70 feet of water about four 
miles southeast of Fire Island Inlet on Long 
Island's south shore. Former Governor Hugh L. 
Carey, then New York State Energy Research 
Development Authority Commissioner James 
LaRocca and State University Center at Stony 
Brook President John H. Marburger threw over 
the first block. An extensive research and moni
toring program of this reef has demonstrated 
that blocks made of stabilized coal wastes not 
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At left, MSRC staff member checks cultures of seaweed 
at the Center's Flax Pond Laboratory as part of the Ma
rine Biomass Program. Above, MSRC staff m ember 
works with local high school students to make periodic 
measurements along Long Island's south shore. 

only are an environmentally acceptable method 
for disposal of coal wastes, but can enhance 
our uses of the environment for recreational 
fishing. Small experimental reefs have been 
constructed in Chesapeake Bay and Lake On
tario by MSRC's scientists working in collabo
ration with local institutions. The waste dis
posal strategy now has been tested in fresh 
water, brackish water and full sea water and 
with support from appropriate State and F ede
ral regulatory agencies and management agen
cies. A film - "To Build A Reef, the C-WARP 
Project" - is available that describes the devel
opment and findings of the Center's Coal Waste 
Artificial Reef Project. 

Because of the unusual ability of stabilized 
coal wastes to "lock-up" contaminants, MSRC 
scientists now are stabilizing sewage sludge and 
some industrial wastes with coal wastes and 
conducting extensive tests in the laboratory to 
determine whether they could be disposed of 
safely in that form. 

Seaweed energy 

Through the New York Sea Grant Institute's 
Marine Biomass Program, MSRC researchers 
are investigating the feasibility of developing 
commercial seaweed "energy farms" in the 
coastal waters of New York. This project is an 
important part of the over-all plan to reduce de
pendency on foreign sources for our energy 
needs. On an energy farm, seaweeds would be 

cultivated, harvested and then fermented to 
produce methane, alcohol or natural gas. 
Growth rates of nine major species of local sea
weed were determined in tank cultures at the 
Flax Pond Laboratory's greenhouse. Based on 
their seasonal growth patterns, chemical com
position and digestibility, three or four species 
have been selected as the most attracive candi
dates for biomass farms. The biology of these 
species are being studied in greater detail and 
faster growing, hardier strains will be devel
oped. Preliminary work has been conducted 
with cultivating these seaweeds offshore in 
small raft-like structures. MSRC biologists are 
working with Stony Brook engineers on an ex
perimental test farm that will be deployed in 
Long Island Sound this fall to investigate the 
economic feasibility of large-scale marine bi
omass farms . 

The MSRC also responds to crises when they 
occur. In January 1980, the barrier island along 
Long Island's south shore was breached near 
Moriches by a winter storm. That day, MSRC re
ce ived a call for help from Suffolk County Ex
ecutive Peter CahaLan. The following day MSRC 
scientists began to install instruments in 
Moriches Bay to assess the effects of the 
breach on flooding of coastal areas, on salinity 
levels within Moriches Bay and on how the in
creases in salinity would affect hard clams and 
other living marine resources in the back bay 
area. They also took a longer view of the pro
blem. The 1980 breach at Moriches was not the 
first time Long Island's barrier island had been 
breached, and it would not be the last. There 
was a need for a predictive tool which decision
makers could use to arrive quickly at a decision 
whether or not to repair a breach. Quick action 
could save enormous amounts of money. Such 
a predictive tool has been developed. It is a 
computer model which simulates the hydraulics 
of Moriches Bay and Inlet. This model can be 
used to determine the probable environmental 
impact of any future breach of the barrier is
land, not only for Moriches Bay, but also for the 
other bays along Long Island's south shore. 

Dredging management 
One of the most crucial problems facing the 

Nation's ports - large and small - concerns 
the management of dredging and disposal 
operations. The persistent shoaling of naviga
tion channels makes dredging imperative in 
order to maintain navigable waterways for com
merce and recreation, but the disposal of 
dredged sediment can be especially trouble
some if the sediments are contaminated. 
Conlinued on nexl page 
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Subaqueous burial of dredged sediment be
neath the sea floor may be one way to better 
isolate and contain contaminated sediments as 
well as to restore the disposal site to its original 
condition. Such a project has never been done, 
but MSRC biologists, geochemists and geolo
gists have collaborated to show that the tech
nology is available to construct a deposit of 
dredged sediment in a pit and to cover the 
deposit with sand to reclaim the sandy sea floor 
at the site. They have designed such a research 
project for New York Harbor. The first stage of 
the operation has been completed successfully. 

New York Sea Grant partnership 
MSRC scientists designed at the request of 

the New York Sea Grant Institute a comprehen
sive plan for an interdisciplinary study of the 
Great South Bay. When the study was designed 
in 1978, the objective was to improve our un
derstanding of the processes that made the 
Great South Bay the world's most productive 
hard clam factory and to make that knowledge 
available to decision-makers in forms appropri
ate for development of strategies to conserve 
this important resource and industry. By the 
time the study had begun, the objective had 
shifted to acquiring this knowledge to rehabili
tate a fishery that was in serious trouble. Over 
the past five years, more than $800,000 have 
been provided through the New York Sea Grant 
Institute, and more than $1 million in all, for 
this important study. Most of the research has 
been carried out by scientists at the MSRC. 

The MSRC's close and effective partnership 
with the New York Sea Grant Institute has 
played a key role in the development of the 
MSRC as a comprehensive center of excellence 
in coastal oceanography and, as a result, in its 
ability to respond effectively to New York's prob
lems and opportunities. It was through Sea 
Grant's professorship program that the MSRC 
was able to initiate new programs in shellfish 
biology and seaweed mariculture. It was 
through the New York Sea Grant Institute's 
ability to respond quickly and its willingness to 
invest in high risk research with potentially 
high payoff that the MSRC has been able to 
launch a number of its most important projects; 
projects which have developed into large, 
multi-year interdisciplinary studies with sub
stantial support from several agencies. 

The MSRC is working with the New York Sea 
Grant Institute to establish within the Center an 
aquaculture and fisheries experiment station -
the first in the Nation! The station could play 
enormously important roles in stimulating one 
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MSRC graduate student Monica Bricelj checks cuLtures 
of phytopLankton she uses in her experiments on sheLL
fish feeding behavior. 

of New York's most promising high technology, 
growth industries - aquaculture - and in re
vitalizing and stabilizing its important fisheries 
and in developing new fisheries. The experi
ment station would have programs of research, 
education and public service and would have a 
diagnostic facility which would be an activity of 
the New York State College of Veterinary 
Medicine at Cornell University. 

In its most recent five-year review mandated 
by the State Education Department, two distin
guished reviewers stated: 

"The Marine Sciences Research Center is 
rapidly acquiring international stature as 
one of the very best coastal oceanography 
centers in the world. Its location is excel
lent. The variety of adjacent coastal do
mains, proximity to a major urban influence 
and economic importance of marine re
sources of the waters in the vicinity of Long 
Island are uniquely extreme for any com
parable stretch of coastline in this country." 
While the geographical focus of the Center's 

research activities is New York's Coastal waters, 
the MSRC's faculty, students and staff work in 
coastal environments throughout the world. 
The MSRC has worked with developing coun
tries to plan for the orderly development and 
conservation of their important coastal areas in 
ways that are consistent with their economic 
priorities. It has worked with developed coun
tries to conserve, and when necessary, to reha
bilitate important coastal areas. As a result of 
its activities here and abroad, the acronym 
MSRC has come to stand not only for the Ma
rine Sciences Research Center, but also for the 
center that is Making Scientific Research 
Count. 


